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A cognitive task analysis (CTA) and a laboratory study examined the

cognitive and communicative processes technical support workers use

when providing remote, Internet-based technical support, with a particular

focus on the role of the end user who is receiving technical support. In

the CTA, 6 experienced technical support employees communicated with

end users to solve 4 technical support problems while providing the task

analyst with a verbal protocol of their thoughts and actions. The results

of the CTA include procedural diagrams illustrating the technical support

process and the concept of ‘‘user diagnosis.’’ The subsequent laboratory

study examined how two characteristics of technical support end users,

their emotional state and the level of detail in their problem descriptions,

affected stress levels and performance of technical support personnel.

Angry end users caused more subjective stress to technical support workers

than happy users, and technical support employees perceived problems

to be more difficult when they were interacting with vague users or

angry users. When end users were vague or angry, technical support

workers’ problem-solving time and performance ratings were significantly

worse. Taken together, the results from these studies can be applied

to improve the technical support process by providing interfaces that

scaffold the communicative aspects of the technical support process and

adding training and evaluation for support workers in communication

and interpersonal skills.
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doctoral candidate in the Psychology Department of Clemson University.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Human–computer interaction researchers attempt to improve the effectiveness,

efficiency, safety, and satisfaction of human interactions with computer systems.

These researchers do this primarily by developing innovative new computer interfaces

and by incrementally improving existing interfaces. Despite these efforts over more

than 50 years, the reliability and ease of use of computer systems is frequently

insufficient. This is demonstrated by frequent failures where average end users cannot

access or use their computer systems as they normally do. Because of this, companies

that make or use computers use technical support personnel to provide expert

troubleshooting for end users experiencing computer problems. The frequent failures
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444 Allen et al.

of computers and the need for technical support demonstrate that computer hardware

and software cannot function independently of the workers who create and maintain

it. It also suggests that, in addition to improving interfaces, another way to improve

human interaction with computers is to improve the technical support process.

The objective of this series of studies was to examine the cognitive processes

of technical support personnel, with a focus on the interaction between the technical

support personnel and the end user during remote, Internet-based troubleshooting.

In Study 1, a cognitive task analysis (CTA) provided insight into these cognitive

and communicative processes. In Study 2, an experiment investigated how tech-

nical support personnel were affected by end users’ emotional states and users’

descriptions of technical problems. Understanding the role of the user in the tech-

nical support process provides direction for organizations seeking to improve the

technical support process through employee training and new interfaces and work

procedures.

1.1. Troubleshooting

When a system is not working in the manner it is supposed to or is in need

of repair, an expert is often needed to solve the problem through troubleshooting.

Troubleshooting is a cognitive process used in problem solving, generally with a

particular system in mind that is suffering from a particular fault (Jonassen & Hung,

2006). Technical support personnel use the process of troubleshooting on a daily

basis to help solve users’ computer problems.

Today’s technical support can be delivered through a variety of media, including

face-to-face interactions, telephone calls, and instant messenger (IM) programs. Any

form of remote technical support, such as telephone or IM, can make the interaction

more difficult as the worker must rely on the diminished communication abilities of

the user he or she is supporting (Poole, Edwards, & Jarvis, 2009). Regardless of the

medium used to interact with the user, the support worker must rely on his or her

knowledge and experience to determine and fix the problem.

Troubleshooting involves not only knowledge of many problem-solving strate-

gies but also knowledge of when to use them and when to switch strategies if one is

not working. There are two parts of the troubleshooting process: diagnosis and repair.

Diagnosis refers to the process of identifying the underlying fault (cause) based on its

outward manifestations or symptoms (Gugerty, 2007; Rasmussen, 1978; Schaafstal,

Schraagen, & van Berlo, 2000) and is the more difficult part of troubleshooting. Once

a problem is diagnosed, repairs can be completed. Repair refers to the process of fixing

the system fault. The repair process is not nearly as complex, as most troubleshooters

have detailed knowledge and training in how to perform the repairs.

Research has shown that there are two types of knowledge used in troubleshoot-

ing throughout both diagnosis and repair: domain-specific knowledge and domain-

general knowledge (Gugerty, 2007). Domain-specific knowledge is most useful to

troubleshooting experts when confronted with a problem that is similar to (or the

same as) one they have encountered before, so that a complete or partial solution is
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End Users in Technical Support 445

stored in long-term memory. Two examples of domain-specific knowledge include

well-learned associations between symptoms and faults, and mental models of the

structure and functions of the malfunctioning system. A common strategy when using

domain-specific knowledge is to compare one’s memories to the current problem

and use solutions that one has used before in a comparable situation to solve it. For

example, a technical support analyst is troubleshooting a computer that cannot send

e-mail but can receive it just fine. If the analyst has encountered a problem with the

same symptoms before, he or she may have some knowledge of what is causing

the problem and how to fix it.

Domain-general knowledge (e.g., general-purpose troubleshooting strategies)

is most relevant on more difficult or novel troubleshooting tasks where highly

practiced knowledge cannot be applied. Examples of general-purpose troubleshooting

strategies include backtracking, elimination, and half-split (or binary search; Gugerty,

2007; Rasmussen, 1978). In technical support, backtracking may be used to reason

from a symptom to a potential immediate cause of the symptom and then to the

underlying fault, so that the troubleshooter can identify when, where, and why a

problem occurred. In the elimination strategy, the troubleshooter eliminates system

components from being responsible for the fault because their outputs lead into good

(nonsymptomatic) system output.

E-mail malfunctions are a common fault used in studying technical support

problems. To be able to send or receive e-mail, the computer being used must have

access to the Internet. The e-mail software must be set up so that it knows which

server to check for incoming mail and to which server to send outgoing mail. Problems

sending and receiving e-mail can be a problem on the user’s computer or a problem

with an e-mail server. Applying the elimination strategy just mentioned to e-mail,

if the technical support analyst can confirm that the user’s computer has working

Internet access, he or she can eliminate that possibility and anything leading up to it

(such as network connectivity) as a cause of the fault.

Siegler (1989) suggested that any model of problem-solving performance must

include both domain-general and domain-specific aspects. He further said that strategy

choices occur when domain-general processes operate on domain-specific knowl-

edge—in other words, that problem-solving success depends on the individual’s ability

to apply the ideas they learned in a broad sense to the narrow. As an example of this,

Gugerty (2007) showed that participants who did not know the elimination strategy

needed to use both general reasoning skills and domain-specific knowledge in order

to learn it. Other studies have shown that level of domain experience can affect a

troubleshooter’s skill in applying the domain-general knowledge to a more domain-

specific application, and that providing training in troubleshooting results in a very

large performance improvement (Schaafstal et al., 2000).

For example, Lancaster and Kolodner (1987) investigated the effects of expe-

rience on troubleshooting using automobile mechanics as the domain. They found

that experience had effects on both the knowledge used by the experts and in the

experts’ approach to diagnosing the problems. More experienced individuals had a

much more hierarchical understanding of the system they were troubleshooting. As
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446 Allen et al.

experience increased, the mechanics’ general troubleshooting procedures improved,

as did their knowledge of the more specific automobile domain. Gitomer (1988)

found similar results—less skilled troubleshooters were not as successful and lacked

conceptual knowledge, whereas skilled troubleshooters had less conceptual difficulty

and more success.

This review of the literature on troubleshooting is based on studies of what

might be called direct troubleshooting—where the troubleshooter interacts with the

system directly without an intermediary. Some of the conclusions from this literature

review can be applied to the particular kind of troubleshooting in which technical

support workers engage. For example, it seems likely that technical support analysts

will use both domain-general and domain-specific knowledge when solving computer

troubleshooting tasks. Furthermore, the troubleshooting literature just reviewed leads

to the expectation that technical support analysts will use domain-general knowledge

more often in the case of a novel problem and domain-specific knowledge in the case

of a problem that has been previously encountered. Qualitative data were collected

in the first study in hopes of supporting many of these ideas.

On the other hand, there are some important differences between direct trou-

bleshooting and technical support work that might lead technical support workers to

engage in some different cognitive processes than are used in direct troubleshooting.

A key difference is the frequent requirement that the technical support worker rely

on a remote user to describe the system symptoms and to implement system tests and

repairs. Furthermore, the remote users usually have less domain knowledge than the

technical support worker and often little domain knowledge at all. An expert-novice

study on direct troubleshooting of computer programs suggests that expert program-

mers’ superior debugging performance was due to their better ability to describe the

initial problem (Gugerty & Olson, 1986). This suggests that vague, incomplete, or

incorrect problem descriptions by remote users will make the troubleshooting task of

technical support workers more difficult. In a related vein, communication between

a remote end user and a technical support worker can sometimes be hampered when

the user is feeling and expressing negative emotions about the system problem he or

she is having. These considerations suggest that the process of communication and

social interaction between users and technical support workers requires further study.

1.2. Communication and User Characteristics in Technical Support

This section develops preliminary hypotheses about a few important characteris-

tics of end users that may affect the process of giving and receiving technical support.

These hypotheses are based on firsthand reports from technical support personnel

regarding their work experiences (including Ashworth, 2001; Mayer, 2001, and the

first author of this article) and on empirical observations of interactions between end

users and technical support providers (Yardi & Poole, 2009).

Given the need to solve problems by remote communications with the end

user, it seems clear that a key aspect of how technical support workers troubleshoot

is communication. In particular, Ashworth (2001) and Mayer (2001) suggested that
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End Users in Technical Support 447

for technical support workers to effectively help users with their problems, the

support workers must listen to the emotional as well as the technical content of

users’ communications, and communicate to users that their emotional and technical

concerns have been understood (i.e., empathy). Yardi and Poole (2009) documented

that when users requested help from an online technical support forum, they regularly

used positive and negative emotional keywords. Thus, one end user characteristic to

be addressed in the current project is the expression of positive and negative emotion

by users requesting technical support.

Another important end user characteristic is the level of detail with which the

user describes his or her problem. Often, the less computer literate the user, the

worse the problem description is. Yardi and Poole (2009) studied online bulletin

boards intended to provide technical support for novice computer users. These users

tended to provide few details in their requests for help (56% provided no symptoms

and 84% no error message). Yardi and Poole also provided evidence that providers

of online technical support found this level of detail problematic, namely, one of the

most frequent responses from the online community to a novice help request was to

ask the user to provide more details about the problem. On the opposite end of the

spectrum, there are users who know enough about computers that they will already

have tried to troubleshoot the problem and can describe the problem clearly using

standard terminology.

To summarize, two key end user characteristics that may affect interactions

between users and technical support workers are expression of emotion by users and

the level of technical detail provided by users. Our general hypothesis is that users

who express negative emotion and who provide only vague descriptions of their

problem will cause the most difficulties for technical support workers during remote

technical support.

1.3. Communication via Remote Media in Technical Support

An important factor that may affect communications in technical support,

including the communication of emotion, is the type of media used for remote com-

munication between the end user and support worker. Common media for technical

support are telephone and IM, with e-mail sometimes being used. Researchers have

used the terms ‘‘media richness’’ and ‘‘presence’’ to describe the degree to which

a communications medium captures the richness of face-to-face communication

(Biocca, 1997; Daft & Lengel, 1986). Media with more richness or presence are

those that stimulate a greater number of sensory channels, provide more cues within

each channel, and have lower communications lag. Based on these characteristics,

telephone would be the richest medium, followed by IM and then e-mail. For example,

Poole, Chetty, Morgan, Grinter, and Edwards (2009) found that people who provided

computer technical support to their friends preferred IM over e-mail because of

the lower communications lag with IM. Richer communications media would be

expected to allow clearer communications of emotion because they provide more

sensory cues. For example, telephone communication allows prosodic (rhythm and
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448 Allen et al.

intonation) cues that are not present in text. In support of this hypothesis, Beitz

(2008) found that writers of a document perceived feedback about their writing as

less negative and more credible when it was presented by videoconferencing than IM.

More directly relevant to technical support is a study by Connell, Mendelsohn, Robins,

and Canny (2001) in which participants had a short get-acquainted conversation

with a stranger over phone, IM, or face-to-face. They found that participants rated

themselves and their partner as acting more like their usual self when using remote

communication than face-to-face; however, these ratings did not differ much for

phone versus IM.

In both Study 1, a CTA, and Study 2, an experiment, we observed technical

support workers interacting remotely with simulated end users to troubleshoot the

users’ computer problems. We chose IM as the remote communication medium

for both of these studies for a number of reasons. First, many large companies

(e.g., Dell, Microsoft, and Progressive Insurance) are turning to IM-based technical

support either in addition to remote phone support or, in some cases, exclusively.

Second, because IM is used more frequently by younger technical support workers

(Poole, Chetty, et al., 2009), this medium fit into our research setting, as we were

studying technical support in a university environment where many of the support

workers and end users are younger and familiar with IM. Finally, in Study 2, we

intended to manipulate the emotion expressed by simulated end users to see how

this affected the behavior of support workers during troubleshooting. It would be

difficult to accurately and consistently simulate different emotions using a confederate

talking over a telephone. By using emoticons in an IM interface (as described later),

we could more consistently manipulate the emotion expressed by the confederate

end user. One potential drawback of using IM is that, even with the extra infor-

mation channel offered by the emoticons, this communication medium might not

allow clear and effective communication of emotion compared to a richer medium

like voice.

1.4. Individual versus Organizational Focus

Technical support is usually conducted within work organizations, and these

organizations are sometimes complex and multitiered. For example, Das (2003)

described a software technical support organization that provides support using

onsite analysts at remote business locations, technical support workers at a central

location, and software developers who handle problems requiring software changes.

Also, technical support workers within an organization must know when and how

to get assistance from coworkers when they cannot solve problems on their own

(Pentland, 1992). However, the main focus of the current investigation is how

individual support workers troubleshoot users’ problems on their own and how

support workers communicate with end users during troubleshooting. To allow a

deeper investigation of these issues, we did not focus on the organizational context

of support work. Nevertheless, we touch on some organizational issues in discussing

the results of the CTA study.
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End Users in Technical Support 449

Also, both of the studies reported here focused on Tier 1 technical support within

a medium-size university (18,000 students). In the university we studied, support

workers are organized into tiers, with Tier 1 handling the initial contact with end

users and solving the more frequent problems (but also some novel problems) and

Tiers 2 and 3 handling more difficult and specialized problems.

1.5. Design and Hypotheses for Studies 1 and 2

As Study 1 was our first study of technical support work, we used an open-ended

research methodology to study the processes of technical support—CTA. CTA is used

to elicit and codify information regarding the knowledge and cognitive processes

used by individuals as they perform tasks in a specific problem domain. Often the

individuals are experts in the problem domain. The particular CTA method used

in this study was the Precursor Action Results Interpretation (PARI) methodology

(Hall, Gott, & Pokorny, 1995). PARI is a structured interview technique in which

experienced practitioners of a task solve simulated or real problems while the task

analyst asks probe questions to elicit knowledge from the practitioners about the

Actions they take during problem solving, the Precursors (reasons) for their actions,

and how they Interpret the Results of each action. Many times, actions and results

can also be identified by observation, whereas precursors and interpretations must be

found by questioning participants. Before conducting the PARI knowledge-elicitation

interviews, the researcher must develop tasks (problem scenarios) that are represen-

tative of the task domain and generate solution paths to each task. PARI was chosen

as the method of CTA for Study 1 because participants are questioned regarding their

task knowledge while they solve simulated or actual problems, making the method

robust in that it is not heavily reliant on the participants’ memories of past problems.

Task analysis can be conducted on practitioners with varying levels of expertise, but

most practitioners in a study should be beyond the novice phase.

In Study 2, we conducted a laboratory experiment to examine the technical

support process with technical support workers as participants. In this experiment,

we had technical support workers use IM to solve computer problems presented

by an experimental confederate simulating an end user. The confederate simulated

four types of users based on the four combinations of users expressing positive

versus negative emotion and users providing high versus low detail about their

computer problem. We measured the support workers’ behavior and perceived stress

during problem solving and the outcome (speed) of the interaction.

The confederate user simulated positive and negative emotional states by in-

serting emoticons and emotional text phrases (to be described later) in the IM

conversation. In writing this article, we call the positive and negative emotional

states ‘‘happy’’ and ‘‘angry,’’ respectively, because on questionnaires after the second

study, the technical support participants used these terms as the modal descriptors

for the emoticons used by the simulated user during the IM conversations (out of

20 participants, 12 used angry for the negative valence emoticon and 17 used happy

for the positive valence emoticon).
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450 Allen et al.

Based on the prior literature review, several hypotheses were developed:

H1: Technical support personnel would have higher subjective stress levels when

dealing with end users that are vague.

H2: Technical support personnel would have higher subjective stress levels when

dealing with end users that are angry.

H3: Technical support personnel would perceive computer problems to be more

difficult when dealing with vague end users.

H4: Technical support personnel would perceive computer problems to be more

difficult when dealing with angry end users.

H5: Technical support personnel will take longer to solve problems when dealing

with vague end users.

H6: Technical support personnel will take longer to solve problems when dealing

with angry end users.

2. STUDY 1

2.1. Method

Participants

Participants were six Clemson University Center for Computing and Information

Technology employees between the ages of 18 and 52 (M D 35.1, SD D 15.5)

who provided Tier 1 (frontline) technical support. This number of participants is

consistent with the numbers in other CTA studies (e.g., Zendejas et al., 2011). All

participants had at least 2 years of experience working in technical support. In this

organization, support workers often move on to Tier 2 or 3 after a few years at

Tier 1, so we concluded that Tier 1 workers with 2 or more years of experience had

sufficient expertise to use in this analysis of Tier 1 support. All participants were

recruited via word of mouth and via email with cooperation from computer center

managers.

Materials

Each participant completed a demographic questionnaire before participating.

Participants completed a questionnaire at the end of each of the four individual

troubleshooting tasks as a manipulation check of the task difficulty. Upon completion

of the entire study, participants completed a questionnaire assessing perceptions of

the effectiveness of several different communication mediums for use in technical

support.

Interactions between the participants and the simulated computer users took

place using AOL Instant Messenger Version 5.9.
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End Users in Technical Support 451

Task Development

The researcher who administered the PARI structured interview was a graduate

student in human factors psychology, had an undergraduate degree in computer

science, and had several years of professional support experience. The researcher

was assisted in creating four tasks (or problems) by a full-time university technical

support worker with at least 2 years of experience. The tasks were chosen to be

representative of daily technical support problems and to vary moderately in difficulty.

Two of the tasks, one caused by pop-up blocker software and another due to network

connectivity issues (caused by corruption of the Microsoft Windows socket settings),

were chosen because they are frequently encountered in the university computer

support environment. Another task, an error during e-mail software installation, was

chosen because the scenario was likely to be novel for many of the participants. The

last task, a problem related to editing a graph created in Microsoft Excel, emphasized

the fact that computer problems are sometimes simply a result of user error and

not the computer itself.

Our goal was that selecting one difficult (and novel) problem, two problems

of intermediate difficulty, and one fairly common (yet not trivial) problem, would

allow for variety in the types of knowledge used during the troubleshooting process.

For example, we expected that during the difficult problem, participants would show

evidence of using domain-general strategies. The other problems were all thought

to be encountered often enough that some participants might use domain-specific

knowledge while attempting to solve these.

Procedure

Upon signing a Clemson University Institutional Review Board approved con-

sent form, participants were each given the same four task scenarios, counterbalanced

across participants to eliminate ordering effects. A confederate of the researcher,

who was also a technical support expert, acted as a simulated novice end user to

present the technical-support-worker participant with the scenarios through the IM

program. The simulated end user played the role of an emotionally neutral individual

asking for help with a problem and providing a moderate amount of detail about the

problem. The end user was stationed in an unseen location in the same room as

the experimenter and participant so that timing of IMs was coordinated appropriately.

None of the participants realized that the confederate was present or that the same

person interacted with them for each scenario (the confederate was given a different

IM screen name to use for each scenario). Each task was re-created on the same

computer to produce the same situation for each participant.

The participants were not allowed to search the World Wide Web as a method

to find a solution for a problem until they had exhausted all other options that

occurred to them. This was done because searching the web is a common and

often effective troubleshooting technique used by technical support workers; but

if participants used this technique extensively in this study, they would not be

able to demonstrate their own general-purpose and domain-specific troubleshooting
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452 Allen et al.

knowledge. The experimenter decided when participants were sufficiently ‘‘stuck’’

and verbally allowed them to search the web when they reached this point.

The participants gave a verbal protocol of their problem-solving sessions with

the end user. The researcher informed participants beforehand that she would take

notes and interrupt them several times throughout the process to ask questions.

Questions followed the PARI structured interview format (Hall et al., 1995) and

focused on eliciting the participants’ reasons for actions and interpretations of action

results. Example questions include, ‘‘What other options did you consider before

ultimately deciding on your current choice of action?’’ and ‘‘Why did you choose this

course of action over the other possible actions you considered?’’

After each task scenario, participants filled out a posttask questionnaire. At the

end of the study, they filled out a questionnaire related to the effectiveness of various

communication media for technical support. The study took about 3 hr to complete.

A digital IM conversation file was saved at the end of each task scenario and an audio

tape recorder recorded CTA question-and-answer data.

2.2. Results and Discussion

Initial Data Analysis

The data analysis process began with transcribing the audiotapes recorded during

the data collection sessions. Each scenario transcript was then analyzed to identify

goals, subgoals, procedures, and external information sources as stated by the tech-

nical support workers (participants). All goals, subgoals, procedures, and external

information sources were stated by participants or observed in actions taken by the

participants that had been written down in the experimenter’s notes.

Goals and subgoals were defined as any objectives participants worked toward

during the technical support process. The distinction between goals and subgoals was

based on data from the participants. All the participants’ transcripts were compared

to pull out the goals that were common across multiple participants. These goals

were labeled the primary goals. Subgoals were any smaller objectives that related to

the primary goals. These were not necessarily common across participants; rather any

subgoals that were mentioned by any participant for a particular primary goal were

compiled and added to the model. Goals and subgoals can be considered the ‘‘what’’

part of the process—what the technical support worker is trying to do. Procedures

are the ‘‘how’’ part of the process—how the goals and subgoals are accomplished.

External information sources were considered to be anything that support workers

mentioned they would normally use to solve the problems they were faced with.

Primary Goals

This section summarizes the primary technical support goals (common to all

participants) that emerged from the initial data analysis.
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End Users in Technical Support 453

Communicate Effectively

In remote technical support engagements especially, the communication process

is often critical to solving the end user’s problem. Several participants discussed

how they often need to determine a user’s knowledge level and change their own

vocabulary when dealing with users to make sure they successfully convey informa-

tion. At heart, technical support is as much about proper communication as it is

about solving computer problems. Without understanding one another, the technical

support personnel cannot help the user, and vice versa. Allowing technical support

workers to view the user’s computer using remote desktop clients can reduce the

need for communication and shared understanding. However, in this situation, the

user still may need to communicate information such as the context and frequency

of the problem.

Solve the Problem

This is the key goal of the technical support process, though it is arguable that

if a technical support worker only solves the problem without meeting any of the

other goals of the process, the end user may not leave very satisfied. Depending

on the type of problem, technical support employees typically use various forms of

domain-general and domain-specific knowledge. As the evidence in the next section

demonstrates, domain-general knowledge was used more often when a problem was

novel and domain-specific knowledge was used when a participant had some prior

experience with the fault.

Empower the User

This was an optional goal in the technical support process discovered during

the CTA. By providing end users with detailed explanations and taking the time to

make sure users understand what they might have done to cause the fault in the

system, some technical support employees believe that they can prevent that user

from calling in again with the same issue. Other support workers simply solve the

problem, because sometimes users do not want to know how to fix things on their

own and sometimes the support worker does not believe the user to be capable

of understanding the situation enough to fix it on their own in the future. Support

workers from both camps were in this study.

Goal-Task Hierarchy

The relationships between primary goals, subgoals, procedures and information

sources are shown in a goal-task hierarchy in Figure 1, which represents an overall

model of the technical support process. In the figure, goals and subgoals are shown

in rectangles and as bulleted text, procedures for achieving goals are shown in ovals,

and external information sources are shown in diamonds.

The relationships among the primary goals are shown in the central vertical

area of Figure 1. Although each of these three goals is a primary goal, there are also
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454 Allen et al.

FIGURE 1. Goal-task hierarchy of the technical support process.

Note. Primary goals are shown in bold rectangles, subgoals in rectangles with bullet points,

procedures in ovals, and external information sources in diamonds. DGK D domain-general

knowledge; DSK D domain-specific knowledge.

goal–subgoal relationships among them. ‘‘Communicate effectively’’ was identified as

a subgoal of ‘‘solve the problem,’’ and ‘‘solve the problem’’ was identified a subgoal

of the overall goal of ‘‘provide quality tech support.’’ In addition, ‘‘solve the problem’’

is sometimes also a subgoal of ‘‘empower the user,’’ which in turn is a subgoal of

‘‘provide quality tech support.’’

As previously mentioned, there are two types of technical support employees,

those that teach the end user about the problem as they solve it, and those that just

solve the problem. The former group would do everything that is normally done

when solving the problem, and add a few things to assure that the user is learning

something. In terms of the model, this means following the dashed lines in the diagram

to empower the user after solving the problem. The latter group would take the solid

line straight from solving the problem to ending at quality technical support. Out of

the six participants from the study, two took steps to empower the user, whereas the

other four focused primarily on solving the user’s problem.

We next discuss the individual subgoals in Figure 1. As shown on the sides of

Figure 1, the primary goals of technical support can be analyzed into a set of subgoals

or procedures that achieve the goal. We discuss the subgoals and procedures of each
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End Users in Technical Support 455

primary goal in turn. Figure 2 contains examples of subgoals from the technical

support workers’ transcripts.

Communicate Effectively

This primary goal has many subgoals that were demonstrated during the CTA,

including the following: ‘‘be pleasant,’’ ‘‘establish common terminology,’’ ‘‘appear

knowledgeable but not infallible,’’ ‘‘explain delays,’’ ‘‘don’t be accusatory and try to

avoid telling the user he/she is wrong,’’ and ‘‘provide accurate information.’’

‘‘Establish common terminology’’ is a particularly important subgoal of ‘‘com-

municate effectively.’’ In the examples of support workers comments for this subgoal

in Figure 2, the workers point out that end users vary in their level of computer

knowledge and their ability to describe their problems to support workers. Therefore,

the support workers have to figure out a particular user’s level of knowledge and

adapt their terminology to a level that individual user can understand. Based on an

observational study of computer technical support personnel, Pentland (1995) also

pointed out that end users descriptions of problems are often ambiguous and noted

the difficulty of support personnel and end users establishing common communicative

ground.

‘‘Provide accurate information’’ is another important subgoal of ‘‘communicate

effectively.’’ All of the support workers in the study believed strongly in ensuring that

the information they provided to the end users was accurate.

When providing accurate information, the main subgoal is to ‘‘represent steps

accurately.’’ Instead of remembering all the details of how to solve a problem, most

technical support personnel replicate the problem on their own machine and walk

the user through each step. This process ensures that all information provided to the

user is correct.

A few of the subgoals under ‘‘communicate effectively’’ relate to technical

support workers awareness of the end user’s emotions and attempting to manage

user emotions in a positive manner. One of these subgoals is ‘‘be pleasant.’’ Under

the subgoal of ‘‘avoid telling the user he/she is wrong,’’ the example in Figure 2 points

out that users do not like to be told they are wrong.

Solve the Problem

The main subgoals of ‘‘solve the problem’’ are ‘‘diagnosis,’’ ‘‘repair,’’ and ‘‘con-

firm,’’ which are completed sequentially. For the ‘‘diagnosis’’ subgoal, technical sup-

port personnel will ‘‘gather information’’ (domain-general knowledge) and ‘‘compare

to previous experiences’’ (domain-specific knowledge). Participants’ comments re-

vealed that both domain-general and domain-specific knowledge were used, partic-

ularly for the subgoal of diagnosis. Domain-general knowledge was used often in

an elimination strategy during diagnosis when the technical support employee was

gathering information about the problem. If, during or after diagnosis, the problem

demonstrated similarities to a problem that the support workers had encountered
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456 Allen et al.

FIGURE 2. Examples of goals, subgoals, procedures, and external information sources
observed in participants’ transcripts.

Goal: Solve Problem; Subgoal: Diagnosis; Domain-general examples
P6 (to E): ‘‘So a lot of times you eliminate the familiar because it’s familiar; it’s usually a common

thing, so you eliminate the common and go to the more specific, the more unlikely. Sometimes you
can do one thing and eliminate several possibilities at once, and that really narrows the field a lot.’’

E: ‘‘What would you have done with the second browser if they had it?’’
P2 (to E): ‘‘Just tried to see if it would open the web page. To see if it was a browser setting or a

computer setting.’’

Goal: Solve Problem; Subgoal: Diagnosis; Domain-specific examples
P6 (to E): ‘‘A lot of times it’s just trying to map that problem to similar problems which you’ve had

before, even if it’s a completely different program.’’
E: ‘‘What does that mean? Why might it be that?’’
P2 (to E): ‘‘Sometimes we see in here, in addition to a LAN, maybe a wireless connection or a network

bridge, and that’s where they’ve done some sort of home networking, which you’re connecting to
local computers, but then they can’t connect to the internet. If you take that out, it works – usually.’’

P5 (to E): ‘‘Now I start running through my head what could be causing it. Most of the newer systems
don’t have problems associating files, I’m wondering if maybe it’s an older computer with a newer
Eudora, so it doesn’t recognize it perhaps.’’

Goal: Solve Problem; Subgoal: Diagnosis; External Information Source: Internet
P3 (to E): ‘‘Normally, that error message he gave me, I would’ve copied and pasted it into Google to

see what I could come up with. Just to solve the problem a little more quickly.’’

Goal: Solve Problem; Subgoal: Diagnosis; External Information Source: Ask other technicians
P5 (to E): ‘‘For problems that I don’t know the answer to right away, it gives me time to kinda probe

around. Normally what I would do in that case is say, ‘‘Let me put you on hold for a second, I’m
gonna try and ask some of the other techs.’’

Goal: Solve the Problem; Subgoal: Repair; Procedure: ‘‘Look for best solution; settle for one
that works’’

P3 (to E): ‘‘Either he has what’s called a uh, he needs a TCP/IP fix where his registry has been hosed
but I’m gonna leave that for last cause that means I’ve gotta help him find a file and I want to
exhaust some other options before I do that.’’

P2 (to E): ‘‘Hmm. Maybe we just need to reinstall her Windows!’’
P2 (to E): ‘‘OK, I’ve told her to put in the row or column with the information she wants to appear on

the x-axis into the spreadsheet first. Then I’m gonna have her select the Source Data – Right click
on the chart and select Source Data. I’m sure there’s an easier way to do this, but I don’t know what
it is.’’

Goal: Solve the Problem; Subgoal: Repair
P2 (to E): ‘‘I’m gonna ask her to uninstall it, reboot the computer, and redownload the file and reinstall

the file.’’

Goal: Solve the Problem; Subgoal: Confirm
User (to P6): ‘‘ok, did that’’
P6 (to user): ‘‘now see if the links work’’
User (to P6): ‘‘nope, the links still do not work’’
P6 (to user): ‘‘if you go to tools and popup blocker settings, change the filter level to medium’’
User (to P6): ‘‘cool, that works. Solves my problem’’

Goal: Empower User; Subgoal: Provide an Idea of Tech Support Process and Goals
P5 (to E): ‘‘But I wanna get some more background information. That serves two purposes – 1) I

don’t tell them something wrong and 2) As I’m sure you’re aware, it kind of leads them in the
direction of the answer themselves.’’

(continued )
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End Users in Technical Support 457

FIGURE 2. (Continued )

Goal: Communicate Effectively; Subgoal: Be pleasant
P5 (to E): ‘‘I guess in a job if I was actually answering the phone for money I would be more pleasant

than, ‘‘I’ll try’’ : : : I’d be like ‘‘Sure!’’

Goal: Communicate Effectively; Subgoal: Establish common terms; Procedure: Change
vocabulary

P5 (to E): ‘‘I guess one thing I try and do when communicating with someone is figure out their
terminology – like how can I communicate with them effectively, what do they know and not know
and how are they gonna describe something : : : I mean there’s tons of different things so you have
to figure out how they’re gonna refer to the problem and you have to almost change your
vocabulary to theirs, otherwise you’re just gonna not understand each other.’’

P6 (to E): I’m asking him that because he said, ‘‘Yes I see that’’ and that doesn’t always mean that he
does : : : depending on his intonation before he sent that he could even mean, ‘‘Yes but that’s not
what I need’’: : : or it could be ‘‘Yes! That’s what I need’’: : :

Goal: Communicate Effectively; Subgoal: Appear knowledgeable not infallible; Sub-goal:
Explain delays

P5 (to E): ‘‘Also, I’m trying to let the user know that any delays may be because I myself don’t know
the exact way to do it. But I try and still appear knowledgeable so as not to frustrate them and make
them feel like you have no clue what you’re doing.’’

Goal: Communicate Effectively; Subgoal: Explain delays
P3 (to user): ‘‘One second, playing with Excel’’

Goal: Communicate Effectively; Subgoal: Avoid telling the user that he/she is wrong
P5 (to E): ‘‘In tech support – the user doesn’t like to be told they’re wrong. Here at it’s a little

better, but if you ever hint that they don’t know what they’re doing or that they’re doing something
wrong, they tend not to listen as much. For example, a lot of people mistype their passwords, and
they won’t admit that they’re mistyping their password.’’

Goal: Communicate Effectively; Subgoal: Provide Accurate Information; Subgoal: Represent
steps accurately; Procedure: ‘‘Follow along’’

P6 (to E): ‘‘When you’re doing something like this over Instant Messenger, or even over the telephone,
you’ll notice that I try to replicate virtually everything that he is doing because trying to remember
all the menus is much easier if you have a visual representation.’’

P2 (to E): ‘‘So we’re probably gonna need to search on her hard drive for the i386 folder. Gonna make
sure I tell her exactly the right steps here.’’

Goal: Communicate Effectively; Subgoal: Provide Accurate Information
P5 (to E): ‘‘But I wanna get some more background information. That serves two purposes – 1) I

don’t tell them something wrong : : : ’’

Note. P D participant; E D experimenter.

before, they showed use of domain-specific knowledge by accessing memories of

previous problems.

Also, several external information sources are used in ‘‘Diagnosis,’’ including

‘‘Other techs’’ and ‘‘Google and the Internet.’’ This finding highlights the organi-

zational setting of technical support, where support workers often consult other

technicians and in-house and external databases, as discussed in Das (2003) and

Pentland (1992).
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458 Allen et al.

The ‘‘Repair’’ subgoal describes the actions taken to fix the end user’s problem

after diagnosis (McCauley et al., 2008). The common procedure used by technical

support workers in this study was a variant of Simon’s (1990) satisficing heuristic,

whereby the worker does not pursue an optimal solution if this is time consuming

but instead uses the first solution method that appears likely to fix the user’s problem

quickly.

The satisficing heuristic can also be used at the diagnosis stage of troubleshoot-

ing. For example, in the interest of efficiency, many large organizations follow a

practice of backing up and reformatting a computer rather than diagnosing the

problem at hand. The acceptance of quick and workable solutions over optimal

ones may reflect the fact that efficiency is of high value in customer service—fixing

the user’s problem quickly satisfies the user, and the organization is satisfied that they

are not spending money unnecessarily (Alby & Zucchermaglio, 2009; Dean, 2002).

The ‘‘Confirm’’ subgoal allows the support personnel to verify that their diag-

nosis was correct while providing the customer with the confidence that the technical

support worker has solved their problem (Ross & Orr, 2009). Often, this subgoal

was accomplished by a quick indication from the user that their system was now

functioning properly.

Empower the User

The main subgoals of ‘‘empower the user’’ are ‘‘explain the possibility of multiple

solutions to each problem’’ and ‘‘provide an idea of the technical support process

and its goals.’’ Technical support workers explained to the task analyst that end user

frustration can be alleviated by telling users there is more than one way to solve a

problem. If users know right from the start that the first thing tried may not work,

they will be less likely to be frustrated with the technical support process as a whole.

In addition, telling users about what you are doing and why you are doing it may help

them the next time a problem arises, and they may not need to call technical support.

Empowering the user is about making them feel calm, teaching them small things that

can help them with future problems, and providing them with options. These findings

reinforce the notion (discussed in the findings regarding ‘‘communicate effectively’’)

that support workers often pay attention to users’ emotion and attempt to avoid user

frustration during support interactions.

2.3. Study 1 General Discussion

The results of the CTA provided insight into the process of technical support

and revealed some questions and issues that should be addressed in the technical

support field. One item discovered during the CTA study was the importance of

the end user in conducting technical support. This importance can be seen, though

slightly differently, in both groups of technical support employees—those who want

to empower the user and those who do not. Some technical support employees

appear to consider the end user only as an obstacle to reaching their goal of providing
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End Users in Technical Support 459

technical support (see the comment by Participant 3 in Figure 2). Others realize

that the process itself revolves around the user (see comments by Participant 5 in

Figure 2)—that a technical support worker’s goal is not so much ‘‘providing technical

support’’ as it is ‘‘helping another person.’’ Also, Poole, Chetty, et al. (2009) pointed

out that situational factors may influence whether a support worker just solves an end

user’s problem or teaches the user how to solve it, for example, the support worker

is more likely to teach when the user has a frequently occurring problem that the

support worker does not want to deal with regularly.

Which of these views of the user is more ‘‘correct’’? Which one leads to better

technical support ‘‘performance’’? Ultimately that depends on how one chooses to

measure performance; however, it is safe to say that end user satisfaction has at least

some role to play in the performance of technical support personnel. It follows that

technical support worker performance may depend on the type of end user with whom

he or she is interacting. For example, a technical support worker who aims to solve

the user’s problem with the least amount of delay would perform best when working

with a knowledgeable user, one who would not appreciate the ‘‘hand holding’’ that

many technical support workers would provide to a less knowledgeable user.

This leads to another finding from Study 1, the idea of ‘‘diagnosing the user’’

shown in Figure 1. The need for diagnosing the user follows from our finding that end

users varied in their level of computer knowledge and ability to accurately and com-

pletely describe problems, which we discussed under the heading of ‘‘communicate

effectively’’ and ‘‘establish common terminology.’’ We found that technical support

workers did try to ascertain a user’s knowledge level and tailored their communications

to the user. Determining the user’s knowledge level is a key part of user diagnosis.

Study 1 also showed that technical support workers tend to pay attention to end

user emotions and to interact with users in a manner that will avoid user frustration

and keep users calm as they deal with problems. This suggests that more explicitly

understanding the user’s emotional state can be a part of user diagnosis.

These finding suggests that it would make sense for the technical support workers

to learn to ‘‘diagnose the user’’ in terms of both the user’s knowledge level and

current emotional state. Pentland (1995) discussed the concept of diagnosing the

user’s knowledge level, pointing out that technical support personnel must understand

the user’s ‘‘model of the problem.’’ However, Pentland did not mention the idea

of diagnosing the user’s emotional state. Diagnosing the user would have multiple

benefits. In addition to allowing the worker to tailor advice and terminology to

the user’s knowledge level, it would help determine which approach to use during

diagnosis and repair—empowering the user or simply solving the user’s problem.

Given the findings of Study 1 that effective communication with end users is

an important part of technical support, it makes sense to evaluate technical support

workers’ performance based partly on their interactions with end users. Therefore, we

developed a questionnaire that assessed how well the support worker communicated

with the end user and how satisfied the user is after the interaction, along with some

other aspects of technical support, including technical knowledge and problem-solving

skills. This scale was tested in Study 2.
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460 Allen et al.

To explore the effects of different end user characteristics on technical support

personnel, we conducted a second study in a laboratory setting. In this experiment,

technical support workers solved computer problems for end users by communicating

over IM. The end users were simulated by a research confederate. Given the idea

emerging from Study 1 that technical support people pay attention to end users’

emotional state and level of computer knowledge, we manipulated user emotion

and user descriptions of a computer problem and measured how this manipulation

affected a number of performance-related and attitudinal variables for the technical

support personnel.

3. STUDY 2

3.1. Method

Participants

Participants were 20 Clemson University Division of Computing and Informa-

tion Technology technical support personnel between the ages of 18 and 52 (M D

24.65, SD D 8.9). All were recruited via word of mouth and via e-mail with cooperation

from Division of Computing and Information Technology managers. All participants

completed a demographic questionnaire including how many years of experience they

had in technical support. There was no minimum requirement for technical support

experience in this study; however, the mean amount of technical support experience

among participants was 3.33 years (SD D 3.96) and ranged from 0.5 to 16 years of

experience.

Experimental Design

The study was a 2 � 2 repeated-measures design. Each participant solved

four remote technical support problems that varied in terms of two independent

variables: end user level of detail (detailed vs. vague) and end user emotion (happy vs.

angry). These independent variables were varied within subjects. Dependent variables

included the support workers’ perceived difficulty, subjective stress, and performance.

Performance was assessed by the time it took support workers to solve each problem.

Stress was assessed subjectively using a 1-to-10-point scale, as was perceived difficulty.

Each participant solved four different problems, one for each of the four user

types: detailed–angry, detailed–happy, vague–angry, and vague–happy. The four

user types were counterbalanced with problem type and problem position (first to

last) using a Latin square. The results of this counterbalancing are shown in Figure 3.

The level of detail independent variable was well balanced with problem position

and with problem type. The user emotion independent variable was well balanced

with problem position but not well balanced with problem type. This imbalance was

addressed in the data analysis.
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End Users in Technical Support 461

FIGURE 3. Counterbalancing of the two independent variables, end user level of detail and
emotion, with problem type and problem position.

Problem Type

Sound QuickTime Password Display

Detail level Detailed 10 10 10 10
Vague 10 10 10 10

Emotion Angry 7 12 9 12
Happy 13 8 11 8

Problem Position

First Second Third Fourth

Detail level Detailed 10 10 10 10
Vague 10 10 10 10

Emotion Angry 10 11 10 9
Happy 10 9 10 11

The study required the development of several problem scenarios of an equiv-

alent difficulty level that could be solved in a set amount of time. Two pilot runs

were conducted to arrive at a set of four problems of equal difficulty. The difficulty

level of the problems was set at easy so that the independent variables of end user

detail and emotion could be manipulated to affect the support workers’ behavior

during problem solving in various ways (e.g., perceived difficulty, stress, problem-

solving time). The problems were ‘‘easy’’ in that they all were very likely to have been

encountered before by all technical support personnel.

One problem involved the user needing a QuickTime plug-in installed. This

problem is abbreviated as ‘‘plug-in.’’ In another problem the user’s sound was not

working, and this problem is abbreviated as ‘‘sound.’’ The third problem was related

to the user’s work station asking for an unsuspected password upon returning from

the screen saver. This problem is abbreviated as ‘‘password.’’ The final problem was

that the user’s display settings needed to be changed, and this problem is abbreviated

as ‘‘display.’’ The four problems were combined with the two detail conditions (D D

detailed, V D vague) and the two emotion conditions (A D angry, H D happy)

to form various scenarios. A Latin square design was used to counterbalance the

scenarios such that all problems and all detail-emotion combinations were seen in

every temporal position approximately an equal number of times (see Figure 3).

Design of Confederate User States

Initially, an IM script was going to be developed (one for each condition) for the

confederate ‘‘end user’’ to follow when interacting with technical support participants.

However, pilot testing showed that it would be nearly impossible to work with a script

because it was too difficult to predict the behavior of the participants. As a result,
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462 Allen et al.

FIGURE 4. Rules used by confederate to simulate four types of end users in Study 2.

User Types Rules

Vague � Do NOT use proper names for things—go for generic (i.e., ‘‘box’’ instead of
‘‘window’’ or ‘‘I can’t hear my music anymore’’ instead of ‘‘my computer’s sound
isn’t working’’).

� If the tech support uses a proper name, act like you don’t know what they are
referring to.

Detailed � Use the proper names for things—be very specific when describing your problem.
� Talk in fairly long, complete sentences. Try to give the participant ‘‘too much’’

information. Have an opinion of something that might be causing your problem
and voice this opinion.

Angry � If the participant leaves you waiting for a response for more than 45 seconds,
leave an additional angry/emotional statement.

� If the participant does not solve your problem, let them know that you are
unhappy about it in a way that finishes the conversation (i.e., Great, thanks for
nothing!).

Happy � If the participant leaves you waiting for a response for more than 1 min, politely
ask if they are still there.

� Act grateful, even if the participant does not solve your problem.

rules were developed (several rules for each condition) for the confederate to follow

when interacting with the participants. The full set of rules is in Figure 4.

Detail Manipulation

When pretending to be a detailed user, the confederate was instructed to always

use proper terms when referring to different aspects of the computer system. On the

other hand, when pretending to be a vague user, the confederate was instructed to

describe aspects of the system in very generic terms. For example, where a detailed

user would text ‘‘I double-clicked the Microsoft Word icon,’’ a vague user would text

‘‘I touched the blue W.’’ Other examples of detailed user comments (with the gist of

the prior question from the tech support participant in brackets) include

� [question regarding whether external speaker cables firmly plugged in] I don’t

have external speakers plugged in, I am using my laptop which has internal

speakers, I know they work because I have listened to sound on this laptop

before today;
� [question regarding what screensaver user has] the windows xp one, it is usually

a black screen with the floating logo.

Other examples of vague user comments include

� [question regarding initial computer problem] I think I was away from it for

too long and something happened and I can’t get back in [follow-up question

regarding what user meant by ‘‘can’t get back in’’—did this mean there was a

box asking for username and password] I think so, I can’t really remember what

it said;
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End Users in Technical Support 463

� [question regarding what computer is doing] the damn thing is just making

everything too big, [follow-up question regarding whether icons on desktop are

too big] I guess so, I don’t know where the desktop is.

Emotion Manipulation

To define the emotion manipulation, we used Barrett and Russell’s (1998) two-

dimensional model of affect. The first dimension is valence, which indicates the

pleasantness (positive affect) or unpleasantness (negative affect) of a feeling. The

second dimension is activation, which indicates the arousal level of a feeling as high

and engaging (activation) or low and disengaging (deactivation). These two dimensions

are independent of one another. Figure 5 shows valence along the x-axis and activation

along the y-axis, with various emotions shown in each quadrant. The emotions in the

upper right quadrant and the lower left quadrant are intended to be opposites, as are

the emotions in the upper left and lower right. Whereas other models of emotion

with varying levels of complexity exist, this two-dimensional model of emotion was

used to indicate states of emotion seen in computer end users by technical support

personnel, partially because it was simple and partially because it provided a useful

mapping to the medium via which emotion was manipulated (i.e., emoticons).

Some work has been conducted on the usefulness of emoticons in remote

communication methods, such as instant messaging. Hancock, Landrigan, and Silver

(2007) found that it is possible to transmit emotional content through text-based

FIGURE 5. Graphical representation of the two-dimensional model of affect. (Color figure

available online.)

Note. Adapted from Barrett and Russell’s (1998) model of affect, with the emoticons used in

the current Study 2 superimposed in the appropriate locations within the model.
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464 Allen et al.

communication with 0.2% emoticons. Sanchez, Hernandez, Penagos, and Ostro-

vskaya (2006) created a prototype instant messaging program based on a combination

of two well-known emotional models by Ekman and colleagues (Ekman, 1982; Ekman

& Rosenberg, 2004) and Russell (1980). They used these models as the basis for

designing a set of emoticons for use in the application and found that the emoticons

were easy to identify and easy to use for conveying and detecting affect (Sanchez

et al., 2006). Rivera, Cooke, and Bauhs (1996) tested a system that gave some users

access to emoticons and some no access to emoticons. Opinions of the system were

more positive for those who used the emoticons.

Pilot Study for Emotion Manipulation. A pilot study (N D 20) was conducted

to determine the consistency of interpretation for 10 different emoticons from IM.

Participants placed the 10 emoticons on a two-dimensional model of emotion like the

one displayed in Figure 5. However, the axes given to participants had an emoticon

(to be rated) at the top and labels on the axes but none of the emotion words

seen in Figure 5. The most consistently rated emoticons represented Quadrant 1

(negative-activation) and Quadrant 2 (positive-activation), and hence these quadrants

and emoticons were chosen for use in the main study. The chosen emoticons are

displayed in their assigned quadrant on Figure 5. The target emotion for Quadrant 1

was ‘‘happy,’’ and the target emotion for Quadrant 2 was ‘‘angry.’’

For the manipulation of emotion in the main study, the confederate ‘‘end user’’

started a stopwatch at the beginning of each condition and made sure to use the

appropriate emoticon along with matching text approximately every 2 min. The rules

used by the confederate for generating the matching angry and happy text are in

Figure 4. The text was chosen by the confederate to make it as natural sounding as

possible. The angry text usually referred to the situation and was usually not directed at

the technical support participant. Text examples representing negative affect include

‘‘are you going to be able to help me or not, this is really frustrating’’; ‘‘this thing

is making me really upset’’; ‘‘the damn thing is just making everything too big’’; and

‘‘I hate this thing so much.’’ Examples of positive affect include ‘‘I really appreciate

your help with this’’; ‘‘you are being really nice and helpful’’; ‘‘thanks for helping me’’;

and ‘‘I really do appreciate your help with this, I didn’t think I could figure this out

on my own.’’ Some of the text accompanying the emoticons was more emotionally

neutral in order to fit in with the ongoing dialog, for example, the following was used

in an angry/low-detail condition: ‘‘do I have to click it first? Cause it won’t just drag

for me.’’

Materials

Demographic Questionnaire

Each subject completed a demographic questionnaire before participating. Par-

ticipants provided their age, gender, and the length of time they had worked in

technical support.
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End Users in Technical Support 465

Post-task Questionnaire

A posttask questionnaire was completed following the conclusion of each trou-

bleshooting problem. This questionnaire asked the support worker participants to

rate their emotional state and the state of the end user by making two separate

marks on a two-dimensional model of emotion like the one used in the pilot study

on emoticons. The questionnaire also asked participants to rate the users on 1-to-

10 scales for user’s level of detail, with 1 being vague and 10 being detailed; user’s

activation, with 1 being deactivated and 10 being activated; and user’s pleasantness,

with 1 being unpleasant and 10 being pleasant. The questionnaire further asked the

participants to rate the overall difficulty of the task they completed and the difficulty

of the computer problem they just solved, both on 1 (easy) to 10 (difficult) scales, as

well as whether they had ever encountered the particular problem before (yes/no).

Finally, the questionnaire asked subjects to rate their stress level on a 1 (not stressed)

to 10 (extremely stressed) scale.

Post-test Questionnaire

Upon completion of the four problems, a questionnaire assessing the effective-

ness of different media as a communication tool for technical support was adminis-

tered. This questionnaire was composed of nine questions that asked subjects to rate

the effectiveness of IM, phone conversations, and face- to-face conversations for use

in technical support, for perceiving users emotions and for portraying emotions. Each

question was on a 1 (least effective) to 10 (most effective) scale. In addition, a questionnaire

was administered to check the manipulation of the user emotion variable. This

manipulation check was similar to the pilot questionnaire aimed at consistency of

emoticons; however, only the two emoticons chosen for the study were presented

rather than all 10.

Procedure

After the participant completed a Clemson University Institutional Review Board

approved consent form, the experimenter read the participant the instructions for the

study. Then the participant was given a practice problem to gain an understanding of

the task procedure.

Upon completion of the practice problem, the experimental sessions began.

Each participant was faced with four problems. Each problem had a time limit of

15 min. During the problems, the participant interacted with a confederate who played

the role of a computer end user. The participants were told they would be receiving

questions from several different users during the course of the session. The simulated

user was given rules to follow in order to portray varying states of detail and emotion.

The troubleshooting problems were completed over IM. Upon the completion of

each problem, the participant completed a posttask questionnaire. The experimenter

offered the participant a 5-min break in between problems. A digital file of the

IM conversation was saved at the end of each problem to aid in analysis. Upon
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466 Allen et al.

completion of the problems, the questionnaire assessing the effectiveness of different

mediums as a communication tool for technical support was administered, as well as

the questionnaire to check the manipulation of the user emotion variable.

The entire experiment took approximately 1.5 hr to complete. Participants were

debriefed and had the opportunity to ask questions upon completion of the study.

3.2. Results and Discussion

Manipulation Checks

Before any analyses on the dependent measures were completed, several analyses

were done as a manipulation check. User detail was checked using the item on the

posttask questionnaire regarding user detail. A between subjects t test revealed that

the support-worker participants perceived detailed end users (M D 7.00, SD D 2.04)

as providing significantly more detailed descriptions than vague users (M D 4.45,

SD D 2.64), t(79) D 4.84, p < .01, verifying the user detail manipulation.

End user emotion was checked along both dimensions (activation and valence),

using the posttask questionnaire ratings of user activation and pleasantness. It is

important to note that because the two emotions were chosen from Quadrant 1

and Quadrant 2 of the emotion model, if the manipulation worked properly the only

dimension that should show a difference is valence. A between-subjects t test revealed

that support workers perceived a significantly more positive valence for happy users

(M D 9.28, SD D 0.82) than angry users (M D 3.48, SD D 2.00), t(79) D 16.98, p <

.01. There was no difference in perceived activation between angry users (M D 7.48,

SD D 2.12) and happy users (M D 7.90, SD D 1.82), t(79) D 0.96, p > .05.

The number of words typed in each condition could be a possible confound

in the study if it varied by condition. Therefore, a 2 (detail) � 2 (emotion) between-

subjects analysis of variance was conducted on word count for the conversation files.

This word count consistently included the IM handles of both the simulated end

user and the support-worker participant. As expected, there was no effect of detail,

F(3, 76) D 1.82, p > .05. There was also no effect of emotion, F(3, 76) D 1.01, p >

.05. Finally, there was no interaction effect, F(3, 76) D 0.06, p > .05.

Testing the Hypotheses

For each dependent variable, we first tested for normality and outliers within the

four user types formed by our two independent variables (user detail and emotion).

Skewness and kurtosis were acceptable. One outlier (more than 3 standard deviations

from the mean) was found for the dependent variable of support workers’ perceived

problem difficulty. This outlier was set to be 3 standard deviations from the mean.

Our hypotheses required analysis of the main effects and possible interactions

of user detail and emotion on three dependent variables. Also, because user emotion

was not completely balanced with problem type, we needed to test for effects of

problem type on the dependent variables, and any interactions of problem type with
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End Users in Technical Support 467

user detail and emotion. To do this, we used multilevel models (Tabachnik & Fidell,

2007) using the mixed models procedure in SPSS. This approach allowed us to test a

full factorial repeated-measures design with three independent variables: user detail,

user emotion, and problem type. In these multilevel models, each case represents

participant behavior on a single problem; thus there are 80 cases (20 participants �

4 problems). A separate model was tested for each dependent variable. We describe

the effects of user detail and emotion using the significance tests, estimated marginal

means, and effect sizes from this factorial model, which adjusts the significance tests,

marginal means, and effect sizes for any confounding effects of problem type. Effect

size for two-level independent variables was reported using the standardized mean

difference, d. Cohen’s (1992) suggestion that ds of 0.20, 0.50, and 0.80 represent

small, medium, and large effects, respectively, are used in discussing effect size

qualitatively.

For Hypotheses 1 and 2, it was expected that there would be a difference

in technical support workers’ subjective stress levels, depending on the end user’s

emotion and level of detail. The interaction of detail and emotion was not statistically

significant, F(1, 48.0) D 0.31, p > .05, nor was the main effect of detail, F(1, 47.5) D

1.04, p > .05. However, as shown in Figure 6, the end user’s emotion did have a main

effect on subjective stress level of the technical support employees, F(1, 48.3) D 21.1,

p < .001, d D .80. Specifically, angry users caused more stress (M D 3.4, SE D 0.3)

than happy users (M D 1.7, SE D 0.3). Problem type had no significant main effects

or interactions.

For Hypotheses 3 and 4, the dependent variable was how difficult the support

workers perceived each problem to be. The interaction of detail and emotion was not

FIGURE 6. The effects of end user detail and emotion on support workers’ subjective stress

levels (measured on a 1 [low] to 10 [high] scale) with standard error bars.
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468 Allen et al.

statistically significant, F(1, 45.1) D 1.46, p > .05. Both variables showed significant

main effects on perceived difficulty as shown in Figure 7. Vague users led to a higher

perceived difficulty rating (M D 3.1, SE D 0.3) than detailed users (M D 2.0, SE D

0.3), F(1, 44.4) D 7.45, p < .01, d D .54. Also, angry users led to a higher perceived

difficulty (M D 3.2, SE D 0.29) than happy users (M D 1.9, SE D 0.3), F(1, 45.2) D

10.1, p < .01, d D .63. Problem type had no significant main effects or interactions.

For Hypotheses 5 and 6, we expected that support workers’ problem-solving

time would be longer with vague and with angry end users. The interaction of detail

and emotion was not statistically significant, F(1, 46.9) D 0.27, p > .05. However,

as shown in Figure 8, there was a main effect of level of detail on time to solve

problems, F(1, 46.3) D 11.42, p < .01, d D .59. More specifically, technical support

personnel took longer to solve problems with vague users (M D 652 s, SE D 27 s)

than with detailed users (M D 551 s, SE D 27 s). Also, the main effect of user emotion

approached significance, F(1, 47.2) D 3.24, p D .08, d D .31. The trend was for angry

users to require more time with technical support personnel (M D 629 s, SE D 27 s)

than happy users (M D 575 s, SE D 27 s). Because the main effect of emotion was in

the predicted direction, it could be tested as a planned contrast involving a one-tailed

significance test (Hallahan & Rosenthal, 1996). In this case, the effect is significant,

p D .039.

There was a main effect of problem type, F(1, 47.0) D 16.2, p < .001, such

that the QuickTime problem (M D 771 s, SE D 35 s) took 166 to 272 s longer

than the other problems. That QuickTime took longer is due to the nature of the

problem—having to walk the user through an installation process is inherently time

consuming—and not necessarily related to diagnosis difficulty or overall problem

FIGURE 7. The effect of end user detail and emotion on support workers’ perceived problem

difficulty (measured on a 1 [low] to 10 [high] scale) with standard error bars.
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End Users in Technical Support 469

FIGURE 8. The effect of end user detail and emotion on time for support workers to solve

problems, with standard error bars.

difficulty. The only other significant effect was an interaction of problem type and

detail, F(1, 61.8) D 3.34, p < .05.

Unplanned Comparisons

The posttask questionnaire asked technical support workers to rate their emotion

during each problem as well as the end user’s emotion during the problem. Ratings

were gathered for both dimensions (activation and valence) within the emotional

model. Correlations were run to see if there was any relationship between the support

workers’ ratings of their own emotions and their ratings of the end user’s emo-

tions. Figure 9 includes the significant correlations between these variables for each

condition. In the happy conditions, the technical support employees’ own emotions

were often positively correlated with the emotions they perceived in the ‘‘user.’’ In

FIGURE 9. Correlations between technical support worker and end user emotion ratings
along activation and valence dimensions.

Condition r Significance Emotional Dimensions

DA 0.462 p < .05 Technical support activation & User activation
DH 0.625 p < .01 Technical support valence & User valence

0.607 p < .01 Technical support activation & User valence
0.475 p < .05 Technical support activation & User activation

VA 0.442 p D .05 Technical support valence & User valence
0.419 p D .07 Technical support activation & User activation

VH 0.554 p < .05 Technical support valence & User valence

Note. DA D detailed-angry; DH D detailed-happy; VA D vague-angry; VH D vague-happy.
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470 Allen et al.

the angry conditions, the magnitude of the correlations was not as great but still

suggestive of a positive relationship between the emotions of users and technical

support employees.

Follow-Up Analysis: Performance

Due to the lack of multiple performance measures in the Study 2, a follow-up

analysis was conducted to gather an additional measure of performance. We developed

a 10-item questionnaire to evaluate some aspects of technical support work, called

the Technical Support Performance Scale (see Figure 10). This scale focused on

how the support worker communicated with the end user, whether the user was

satisfied, and the support worker’s technical knowledge and problem-solving ability.

One purpose of this scale was to provide an additional dependent variable to evaluate

the effects of user emotion and level of detail in Study 2. In addition, we also wanted to

evaluate the potential of this scale as an assessment tool for some aspects of technical

support work; although the scale does not deal with all aspects of technical support

(e.g., organizational aspects).

All IM conversations between the end user and the support-worker participants

from the initial study were saved and printed out. These printouts (one for each

problem) were randomly ordered and given to two independent raters, along with

the Technical Support Performance Scale. The raters read the conversations and

used the performance scale to rate the participant along four dimensions that were

determined important to technical support personnel. Each participant was rated four

times, once for each problem, by each rater.

The two independent raters used the Technical Support Performance Scale

to rate the IM communications. The scale required raters to indicate whether they

(1 point) strongly disagreed, (2 points) disagreed, (3 points) agreed, or (4 points)

FIGURE 10. Technical support performance scale items, with item-total
correlations in parentheses.

Communication
The employee was pleasant. (.32)
The employee and the user understood each other. (.67)
The employee explained any delays in his or her responses. (.71)

User Satisfaction
The user’s problem was solved. (.94)
The user was happy with the employee at the end of the interaction. (.90)
The user was happy with the solution at the end of the interaction. (.90)

Technical Knowledge
The employee was knowledgeable about the problem. (.90)
The employee knew how and where to get more information about the problem. (.91)

Problem-Solving Ability
The employee correctly diagnosed the problem. (.94)
The employee fixed the problem. (.94)
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End Users in Technical Support 471

strongly agreed with each of 10 statements, listed in Figure 10. The average rating

across the 10 items on the scale was used as an overall measure of support workers’

performance. (Raters sometimes left Question 3, regarding explaining delays, blank;

in these cases, the overall score was averaged over the other nine questions.) A score

of 1 on this measure indicated the lowest performance, and a score of 4 indicated

maximum performance. The interrater reliability calculated from the overall ratings

was r D .78.

Scale reliability analysis was performed on the 10-item scale. Cronbach’ alpha

for the Technical Support Performance Scale was 0.959. Item-total correlations were

calculated (see Figure 10), showing that most items on the scale are highly correlated

with the overall scale. The items with the smallest item-total correlations were found

in the Communications section; however, Communication is a very important part of

the technical support process, and so these items were not removed from the scale.

Because the first item on the scale, ‘‘The employee was pleasant,’’ has a particularly

low interitem reliability, researchers should consider changing it in future iterations

of the scale. A possible replacement item might be, ‘‘The employee clearly described

the computer problem to the user.’’

Before testing for the effects of user detail and emotion on performance ratings,

three outliers were set to be 3 standard deviations from the mean. A factorial multilevel

model was run with detail, emotion, and problem type as independent variables and

the overall performance scores from the scale as the dependent variable. In addition,

because we had two measures of each support worker’s performance on each problem

(i.e., the scores from the two raters), we entered these two scores as an additional

repeated-measures factor. Thus there were 160 cases in this analysis (20 subjects �

4 problems � 2 ratings).

There was a main effect of detail, F(1, 125.7) D 5.18, p < .05, d D 0.47, such

that support workers had higher performance scores (M D 3.6, SE D 0.1) when

troubleshooting for detailed participants than for vague participants (M D 3.4, SE D

0.1). Also, there was a main effect of emotion, F(1, 127.8) D 52.21, p < .001, with

a very large effect size (d D 1.51). Performance was better when dealing with happy

users (M D 3.8, SE D 0.1) than with angry users (M D 3.2, SE D 0.1). There was no

interaction of detail and emotion, F(1, 127.8) D 1.25, p > .05; however, the trend was

in the expected direction, as shown in Figure 11. Detailed and happy users resulted in

the highest performance ratings and vague and angry users led to the worst ratings.

There was a main effect of problem type, F(1, 127.2) D 6.94, p < .001, such that

the QuickTime problem (M D 3.3, SE D 0.1) had the lowest performance rating

and the other problem types ranged from 3.5 to 3.7. The only other significant effect

was an interaction of problem type and emotion, F(1, 95.6) D 2.74, p < .05, such that

the poorer ratings with the QuickTime problem occurred with angry but not happy

end users.

The results for this follow-up analysis are very consistent with the analysis done

for task time, suggesting that the scale is a good indication of performance and that

end user detail and emotion on performance affect two performance variables in the

same manner.
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472 Allen et al.

FIGURE 11. The effect of end user detail and emotion on ratings of support workers’

performance (measured on a 1 [low] to 4 [high] scale), with standard error bars.

3.3. Study 2 General Discussion

The results indicate that technical support personnel can be affected by the

emotional state of the end user they are helping and by how specifically the end user

describes the problem. Compared to happy end users, angry users caused support

workers to feel more stress, to perceive troubleshooting problems as more difficult,

and to show decreased troubleshooting performance (as indicated by completion

time and performance ratings). These emotion effects showed mostly medium to large

effect sizes. Compared to end users giving detailed problem descriptions, vague users

caused support workers to perceive troubleshooting problems as more difficult and

to show decreased troubleshooting performance (as indicated by completion time

and performance ratings). These effects of detail showed medium effect sizes.

The experimental findings from Study 2 regarding level of detail in end users’

problem descriptions are novel, to the best of our knowledge. The findings from

Study 2 regarding end users’ emotion extend the results of Goldberg and Grandey

(2007) and Grandey, Dickter, and Sin (2004). Goldberg and Grandey had college

students perform the task of a call center operator (thus, the students were novices at

this task). The call center task was a simple procedural task involving filling out forms

for office supply orders and computing tax and total costs using a calculator. When

participants took calls from hostile customers, they experienced more exhaustion and

made more task errors than when taking calls from emotionally neutral customers.

These findings are similar to our finding of increased stress and decreased task perfor-

mance in technical support workers when dealing with angry end users. However, our

findings are based on experienced operators performing a much more difficult task
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End Users in Technical Support 473

(computer troubleshooting) using a different communication medium (IM instead of

voice).

The findings from Study 2 reinforce the suggestion from Study 1 that commu-

nication plays a vital role in technical support. Study 2 provides evidence that both

emotional and cognitive aspects of how support workers and end users communicate

can affect how well support workers do their job. When users display angry emo-

tion or describe their problem vaguely, this automatically puts some limits on the

communication interaction with technical support personnel.

A surprising and interesting additional finding deals with the correlations be-

tween how the support workers perceived their own emotional state and the ‘‘user’s’’

emotional state. It appears that happy users are positively related to happy technical

support workers. It also appears that the emotions of angry users do not always

transfer over to the technical support workers. It is possible that a response bias could

be involved in the angry condition, as it is not socially acceptable to be a cranky or

annoyed technical support employee. It is also possible that after working in the field

for a while, technical support employees develop a much higher tolerance to dealing

with users in highly volatile moods and thus do not allow angry users to influence

their own moods as much. A potential direction for future studies would be to further

investigate the relationship between end user and technical support worker emotions.

The fact that the emotional manipulation worked so well says quite a lot about

the effectiveness of perceiving emotion through degraded representations of facial

expressions (i.e., emoticons). Many people can probably attest to the difficulties of

communicating with other people through remote use of technology (e.g., IM or

e-mail)—when doing so, perceiving emotional content seems to depend a great deal

on our mood at the time. This study suggests that emoticons can help to reduce

this ambiguity, though not remove it entirely. Future studies could attempt to focus

on the effect of one’s own mood on perceiving emotion in others through remote

technology methods, in the presence or lack of emoticons.

One drawback of Study 2 was that the end users were not real. Therefore there

was no point in getting user satisfaction data. However, future studies might decide

to take a more realistic approach from the users’ end so that user satisfaction data

can be gathered.

4. CONCLUSION

Technical support is a field in which the importance of the end user is not

currently emphasized. With the range of support experiences provided by today’s

technical support personnel, it is understandable that not all end users will have the

same type of interaction with technical support. Some users, without asking for it, will

receive information about what caused the problem and how they can prevent it from

happening in the future. Other users may simply have their problem solved without

understanding even a small part of what went on. Both of these experiences have
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merit, but user diagnosis has the potential to match users with the technical support

experience that they prefer to have. It can give end users an element of control over

their experience of which they are unaware.

The current study suggests that recentering the support process around the end

user is necessary. The concept of user diagnosis was introduced and has potential to

make the remote technical support process easier for both the support worker and

the end user. Based on the findings of Study 1 and 2, user diagnosis needs to focus

on cognitive factors such as the user’s knowledge level and emotional factors such as

the user’s current emotional state.

The idea of user diagnosis can be applied in organizations that provide tech-

nical support in a number of ways. Because most support workers are hired for

their technical rather than their people skills, providing on-the-job training in user

diagnosis will often be helpful. Also, because some technical support groups have a

specialist who categorizes incoming help requests and assigns requests to the support

worker with the required expertise (Pentland, 1992), these assignment specialists could

perform preliminary user diagnosis and use the diagnostic information to guide their

assignment. Another way to perform preliminary user diagnosis is by including it in

the electronic form end user’s use to submit help requests in many organizations.

This form could ask about the user’s expertise with the technology in question as

well as information that could help diagnose the user’s emotional state, such as the

urgency of the problem, how long the problem has persisted, and how the problem

is affecting the user’s work capabilities.

Whether preliminary user diagnosis is performed, technical support workers

will also be performing user diagnosis during the support interaction. If technical

support is provided by telephone, researchers are beginning to develop workable

speech recognition systems that can detect some aspects of emotion (e.g., frustration,

positive vs. negative; e.g., Zeng, Pantic, Roisman, & Huang, 2007). If technical

support is provided by text interaction (e.g., IM or e-mail), researchers are developing

automated means of detecting emotion in text. For example, Gupta, Gilbert, and

DiFabbrizo (2010) developed a machine learning algorithm that is fairly accurate in

recognizing emotion in customer care e-mails. When these systems for automatically

detecting emotion in voice or text become more reliable, they could provide an explicit

cue to support workers to help them recognize when an end user is in a particular

emotional state (e.g., emotional words could be highlighted in the support worker’s

IM display). In addition, the findings of our second study suggest that giving the end

user the capability of explicitly indicating emotion via emoticons would effectively

communicate emotion to the support worker. However, because our second study

showed that support workers performance and emotion is negatively affected when

they detect negative emotions in end users, all of these methods of helping support

workers detect user emotion need to be coupled with training to assist support workers

in handling situations where the user is upset.

The task of technical support has not been widely studied from a psychological

perspective. Methods for analyzing the technical support process and the stress

involved need to be further devised and tested. The current study has provided
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objective evidence that certain characteristics of users—namely, detail and emotion—

do in fact influence stress and performance in technical support personnel. The

Technical Support Performance Scale was tested as a follow-up performance measure,

with results suggesting that it may be a useful scale for evaluating some aspects of

technical support employees’ performance.

The results of this study emphasize the importance of the end user to the

technical support process. Further studies should be conducted on other character-

istics of users that affect the stress and performance of technical support personnel.

Once we know more about how the users affect technical support, we can focus

on better interfaces and training to improve technical support, which should result in

a better experience for both the end user and the technical support employee.
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